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Cosmic Rays & Gravitational Wave DetectorsCosmic Rays & Gravitational Wave DetectorsCosmic Rays & Gravitational Wave DetectorsCosmic Rays & Gravitational Wave Detectors

• High energy cosmic rays (CR) passing the atmosphere High energy cosmic rays (CR) passing the atmosphere High energy cosmic rays (CR) passing the atmosphere High energy cosmic rays (CR) passing the atmosphere 
can produce showers, which can loss energy when can produce showers, which can loss energy when can produce showers, which can loss energy when can produce showers, which can loss energy when 
hitting bulk materials, exciting their resonant modeshitting bulk materials, exciting their resonant modeshitting bulk materials, exciting their resonant modeshitting bulk materials, exciting their resonant modes

• In 1998 the NAUTILUS Gravitational Wave Antenna In 1998 the NAUTILUS Gravitational Wave Antenna In 1998 the NAUTILUS Gravitational Wave Antenna In 1998 the NAUTILUS Gravitational Wave Antenna 
detected for the first time signals due to the passage detected for the first time signals due to the passage detected for the first time signals due to the passage detected for the first time signals due to the passage 
of cosmic rays.of cosmic rays.of cosmic rays.of cosmic rays.

• Interaction between CR and the antenna has been so Interaction between CR and the antenna has been so Interaction between CR and the antenna has been so Interaction between CR and the antenna has been so 
far described by the sofar described by the sofar described by the sofar described by the so----called Thermocalled Thermocalled Thermocalled Thermo----Acoustic model Acoustic model Acoustic model Acoustic model 

• NAUTILUS measurements are in good agreement with NAUTILUS measurements are in good agreement with NAUTILUS measurements are in good agreement with NAUTILUS measurements are in good agreement with 
the model when the antenna is in normalthe model when the antenna is in normalthe model when the antenna is in normalthe model when the antenna is in normal----conducting conducting conducting conducting 
state, but state, but state, but state, but large signals of high energy CRlarge signals of high energy CRlarge signals of high energy CRlarge signals of high energy CR at higher at higher at higher at higher 
rate than expected have been observed when antenna rate than expected have been observed when antenna rate than expected have been observed when antenna rate than expected have been observed when antenna 
was operating in superconductive state.was operating in superconductive state.was operating in superconductive state.was operating in superconductive state.

• Investigation was needed in order to better Investigation was needed in order to better Investigation was needed in order to better Investigation was needed in order to better 
understand the interaction process understand the interaction process understand the interaction process understand the interaction process –––– An experiment An experiment An experiment An experiment 
has been proposed to measure the interaction has been proposed to measure the interaction has been proposed to measure the interaction has been proposed to measure the interaction 
between relativistic charged particle beams and between relativistic charged particle beams and between relativistic charged particle beams and between relativistic charged particle beams and 
massive cylindersmassive cylindersmassive cylindersmassive cylinders
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The The The The ThermoThermoThermoThermo----AcousticAcousticAcousticAcoustic ModelModelModelModel

CR crossing the antenna interact with the lattice and loss energCR crossing the antenna interact with the lattice and loss energCR crossing the antenna interact with the lattice and loss energCR crossing the antenna interact with the lattice and loss energyyyy →→→→
This energy This energy This energy This energy gets warmgets warmgets warmgets warm the antenna around the particle trajectory the antenna around the particle trajectory the antenna around the particle trajectory the antenna around the particle trajectory →→→→
The warming up causes an impulsive The warming up causes an impulsive The warming up causes an impulsive The warming up causes an impulsive local thermal expansionlocal thermal expansionlocal thermal expansionlocal thermal expansion →→→→
The pulse diffuses in the bulk and generates The pulse diffuses in the bulk and generates The pulse diffuses in the bulk and generates The pulse diffuses in the bulk and generates mechanical oscillationsmechanical oscillationsmechanical oscillationsmechanical oscillations

The max amplitude of the 1The max amplitude of the 1The max amplitude of the 1The max amplitude of the 1stststst longitudinal mode of oscillation is given bylongitudinal mode of oscillation is given bylongitudinal mode of oscillation is given bylongitudinal mode of oscillation is given by

(Grassi Strini A.M. et al. – J. Appl. Phys. 51515151, 948 (1980))

where where where where α is the linear thermal expansion coefficient, is the linear thermal expansion coefficient, is the linear thermal expansion coefficient, is the linear thermal expansion coefficient, CV is the specific heat, is the specific heat, is the specific heat, is the specific heat, 
L e e e e M are length and mass of the bar and are length and mass of the bar and are length and mass of the bar and are length and mass of the bar and W is the total energy released is the total energy released is the total energy released is the total energy released 
by the beam to the bar. The term by the beam to the bar. The term by the beam to the bar. The term by the beam to the bar. The term ε accounts for corrections estimated by accounts for corrections estimated by accounts for corrections estimated by accounts for corrections estimated by 
MC simulations due to MC simulations due to MC simulations due to MC simulations due to O[(R/L)2] and to the beam structure.and to the beam structure.and to the beam structure.and to the beam structure.

The model has been verified for the Al5056 at ambient temperaturThe model has been verified for the Al5056 at ambient temperaturThe model has been verified for the Al5056 at ambient temperaturThe model has been verified for the Al5056 at ambient temperature, e, e, e, but but but but 
RAP made the first measurement at cryogenic RAP made the first measurement at cryogenic RAP made the first measurement at cryogenic RAP made the first measurement at cryogenic T....

B is a function of is a function of is a function of is a function of T on on on on α/CV, but this ratio is , but this ratio is , but this ratio is , but this ratio is nearly constantnearly constantnearly constantnearly constant in in in in T < 300 K
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The The The The ThermoThermoThermoThermo----AcousticAcousticAcousticAcoustic Model in SC StateModel in SC StateModel in SC StateModel in SC State

What happens? Two possible approaches:What happens? Two possible approaches:What happens? Two possible approaches:What happens? Two possible approaches:

1) 1) 1) 1) The beam The beam The beam The beam does NOT cause any transitiondoes NOT cause any transitiondoes NOT cause any transitiondoes NOT cause any transition in the materialin the materialin the materialin the material →→→→

The process should be described by the ThermoThe process should be described by the ThermoThe process should be described by the ThermoThe process should be described by the Thermo----Acoustic model using the Acoustic model using the Acoustic model using the Acoustic model using the 
thermophysicalthermophysicalthermophysicalthermophysical parameters of the material in the SC state (parameters of the material in the SC state (parameters of the material in the SC state (parameters of the material in the SC state (α e e e e CV))))

2) 2) 2) 2) The beam The beam The beam The beam causes a transitioncauses a transitioncauses a transitioncauses a transition in the materialin the materialin the materialin the material →→→→
(Allega-Cabibbo – Lett. N. Cimento 38383838, 263 (1983)
Bernard et al. – Nucl. Phys. B 242242242242, 93 (1984))

two different processes contribute in the energy release in the two different processes contribute in the energy release in the two different processes contribute in the energy release in the two different processes contribute in the energy release in the material:material:material:material:
i) the energy released by a particle interacting with the bulk di) the energy released by a particle interacting with the bulk di) the energy released by a particle interacting with the bulk di) the energy released by a particle interacting with the bulk determines a  etermines a  etermines a  etermines a  
ssss----nnnn local transition, which causes a pressure pulse in the materiallocal transition, which causes a pressure pulse in the materiallocal transition, which causes a pressure pulse in the materiallocal transition, which causes a pressure pulse in the material due to due to due to due to 
the different energies between the S and N statethe different energies between the S and N statethe different energies between the S and N statethe different energies between the S and N state

ii) then the material gets warm same as in the previous case, buii) then the material gets warm same as in the previous case, buii) then the material gets warm same as in the previous case, buii) then the material gets warm same as in the previous case, but now the t now the t now the t now the 
heating of the material should be treated with the Thermoheating of the material should be treated with the Thermoheating of the material should be treated with the Thermoheating of the material should be treated with the Thermo----Acoustic model Acoustic model Acoustic model Acoustic model 
at at at at T < TC, but using the , but using the , but using the , but using the thermophysicalthermophysicalthermophysicalthermophysical parameters of the material in the parameters of the material in the parameters of the material in the parameters of the material in the 
normalnormalnormalnormal----conducting stateconducting stateconducting stateconducting state

These two effects could have These two effects could have These two effects could have These two effects could have different signdifferent signdifferent signdifferent sign
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Experimental SetupExperimental SetupExperimental SetupExperimental Setup

LN2 LN2

LHe LHe

KADELKADELKADELKADEL Cryostat with a Cryostat with a Cryostat with a Cryostat with a LEIDEN LEIDEN LEIDEN LEIDEN 
CRYOGENICS CRYOGENICS CRYOGENICS CRYOGENICS dilution refrigeratordilution refrigeratordilution refrigeratordilution refrigerator

Suspension: tube + 7 Cu massesSuspension: tube + 7 Cu massesSuspension: tube + 7 Cu massesSuspension: tube + 7 Cu masses

attenuation attenuation attenuation attenuation ––––150150150150dB @1.7@1.7@1.7@1.7÷÷÷÷6666kHz

Antennas:Antennas:Antennas:Antennas:

Al 5056  50x18.1Al 5056  50x18.1Al 5056  50x18.1Al 5056  50x18.1cm –––– 34.1 34.1 34.1 34.1 kg

ffff = 5096 = 5096 = 5096 = 5096 Hz @ 296 @ 296 @ 296 @ 296 K

NbNbNbNb 27.4x1027.4x1027.4x1027.4x10cm –––– 18.4 18.4 18.4 18.4 kg

ffff = 6373 = 6373 = 6373 = 6373 Hz @ 290 @ 290 @ 290 @ 290 K

Sensors: 2 ceramic Sensors: 2 ceramic Sensors: 2 ceramic Sensors: 2 ceramic PZsPZsPZsPZs in parallelin parallelin parallelin parallel

λλλλ = 10= 10= 10= 106666÷÷÷÷101010107777 V/m
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The DAThe DAThe DAThe DAΦΦΦΦNE Beam Test FacilityNE Beam Test FacilityNE Beam Test FacilityNE Beam Test Facility
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Measurement with Al5056 AntennaMeasurement with Al5056 AntennaMeasurement with Al5056 AntennaMeasurement with Al5056 Antenna
Normal Conducting StateNormal Conducting StateNormal Conducting StateNormal Conducting State

THMEAS mBB =

0.030.982.3271

0.031.161.884.5

0.010.962.32264

∆mm
BTH

[10-10 m/J]

T

[K]

�better agreement with the model better agreement with the model better agreement with the model better agreement with the model with with with with 
respectrespectrespectrespect to the previous to the previous to the previous to the previous measurementsmeasurementsmeasurementsmeasurements

�first assessment of the model at cryogenic first assessment of the model at cryogenic first assessment of the model at cryogenic first assessment of the model at cryogenic 
temperaturestemperaturestemperaturestemperatures

�small disagreement at liquid helium small disagreement at liquid helium small disagreement at liquid helium small disagreement at liquid helium 
temperature, probably due to the lack of temperature, probably due to the lack of temperature, probably due to the lack of temperature, probably due to the lack of 
knowledge of the thermophysical parameters knowledge of the thermophysical parameters knowledge of the thermophysical parameters knowledge of the thermophysical parameters 

((((α e e e e CV) at low ) at low ) at low ) at low T

�linearity of the response with the energy linearity of the response with the energy linearity of the response with the energy linearity of the response with the energy 
released by the beamreleased by the beamreleased by the beamreleased by the beam

AstroParticle Physics 24,

65-74 (2005)
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Measurement with Niobium AntennaMeasurement with Niobium AntennaMeasurement with Niobium AntennaMeasurement with Niobium Antenna
Normal Conducting StateNormal Conducting StateNormal Conducting StateNormal Conducting State

THMEAS mBB =Europhys. Lett. 76, 

987-993 (2006)

0.011.032.3081

0.020.951.5512.5

0.010.962.31275

∆mm
BTH

[10-10 m/J]

T

[K]

�VeryVeryVeryVery good agreement with the model also good agreement with the model also good agreement with the model also good agreement with the model also 
due to the very well known thermophysical due to the very well known thermophysical due to the very well known thermophysical due to the very well known thermophysical 
parameters of the pure Niobium as a function of parameters of the pure Niobium as a function of parameters of the pure Niobium as a function of parameters of the pure Niobium as a function of 
the the the the temperaturetemperaturetemperaturetemperature

�LinearityLinearityLinearityLinearity of the response with the energy of the response with the energy of the response with the energy of the response with the energy 
released by the beamreleased by the beamreleased by the beamreleased by the beam
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Measurement with Niobium AntennaMeasurement with Niobium AntennaMeasurement with Niobium AntennaMeasurement with Niobium Antenna
SuperConductingSuperConductingSuperConductingSuperConducting StateStateStateState

Europhys. Lett. 76, 

987-993 (2006)
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  Experimental Data

  Grassi Strini

  Allega Cabibbo�ForForForFor the first time has been the first time has been the first time has been the first time has been 
experimentally verified that the experimentally verified that the experimentally verified that the experimentally verified that the 
amplitude of the longitudinal amplitude of the longitudinal amplitude of the longitudinal amplitude of the longitudinal 
oscillation of a bar, when hit by a oscillation of a bar, when hit by a oscillation of a bar, when hit by a oscillation of a bar, when hit by a 
ionizing particle, depends on the ionizing particle, depends on the ionizing particle, depends on the ionizing particle, depends on the 
conduction state of the materialconduction state of the materialconduction state of the materialconduction state of the material

�AAAA possible agreement of the possible agreement of the possible agreement of the possible agreement of the 
data with the predictions of the data with the predictions of the data with the predictions of the data with the predictions of the 
ACB model is foundACB model is foundACB model is foundACB model is found

�TheTheTheThe direct extension of the direct extension of the direct extension of the direct extension of the 
application of the GS model to application of the GS model to application of the GS model to application of the GS model to 
the SC state seems to failthe SC state seems to failthe SC state seems to failthe SC state seems to fail

TC
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Measurement with Al5056 AntennaMeasurement with Al5056 AntennaMeasurement with Al5056 AntennaMeasurement with Al5056 Antenna
SuperConductingSuperConductingSuperConductingSuperConducting StateStateStateState

�HasHasHasHas been confirmed that  been confirmed that  been confirmed that  been confirmed that  
the amplitude of the the amplitude of the the amplitude of the the amplitude of the 
longitudinal oscillation longitudinal oscillation longitudinal oscillation longitudinal oscillation 
depends on the conduction depends on the conduction depends on the conduction depends on the conduction 
state of the state of the state of the state of the materialmaterialmaterialmaterial

�As predicted, there is a As predicted, there is a As predicted, there is a As predicted, there is a 
trend to a raising of the bar trend to a raising of the bar trend to a raising of the bar trend to a raising of the bar 
oscillation amplitude in SC oscillation amplitude in SC oscillation amplitude in SC oscillation amplitude in SC 
statestatestatestate

�However, a not explained However, a not explained However, a not explained However, a not explained 
quite complicated structure quite complicated structure quite complicated structure quite complicated structure 
of the amplitude near the of the amplitude near the of the amplitude near the of the amplitude near the 
transition temperature has transition temperature has transition temperature has transition temperature has 
been observed!!been observed!!been observed!!been observed!!

Results from the 2007 BTF measurements Results from the 2007 BTF measurements Results from the 2007 BTF measurements Results from the 2007 BTF measurements 
campaign from 1.3 campaign from 1.3 campaign from 1.3 campaign from 1.3 K down to the lowest down to the lowest down to the lowest down to the lowest 
reached reached reached reached T (540 (540 (540 (540 mK). A Dilution Refrigerator ). A Dilution Refrigerator ). A Dilution Refrigerator ). A Dilution Refrigerator 
failure didnfailure didnfailure didnfailure didn’’’’t allow to go more down in t allow to go more down in t allow to go more down in t allow to go more down in T

TC
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Measurement with Al5056 AntennaMeasurement with Al5056 AntennaMeasurement with Al5056 AntennaMeasurement with Al5056 Antenna
SuperConductingSuperConductingSuperConductingSuperConducting StateStateStateState

Comparison between the RAP measurements Comparison between the RAP measurements Comparison between the RAP measurements Comparison between the RAP measurements 
and the superconducting NAUTILUS data and the superconducting NAUTILUS data and the superconducting NAUTILUS data and the superconducting NAUTILUS data 

�Single shots are grouped in Single shots are grouped in Single shots are grouped in Single shots are grouped in 
different released energy ranges. different released energy ranges. different released energy ranges. different released energy ranges. 
In this way a releasedIn this way a releasedIn this way a releasedIn this way a released----energyenergyenergyenergy----
dependence has been pointed outdependence has been pointed outdependence has been pointed outdependence has been pointed out

�Measurements at the lowest Measurements at the lowest Measurements at the lowest Measurements at the lowest T
seem to be compatible with the seem to be compatible with the seem to be compatible with the seem to be compatible with the 
cosmic rays NAUTILUS measurecosmic rays NAUTILUS measurecosmic rays NAUTILUS measurecosmic rays NAUTILUS measure

�At present the response At present the response At present the response At present the response 
depression at 0.7 depression at 0.7 depression at 0.7 depression at 0.7 K < < < < T < 0.9 < 0.9 < 0.9 < 0.9 K
has not yet well understood, even has not yet well understood, even has not yet well understood, even has not yet well understood, even 
though it could be related to a though it could be related to a though it could be related to a though it could be related to a 
twotwotwotwo----components process components process components process components process 
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ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions

NAUTILUS CR 1998 detections brought us to a discussion about if NAUTILUS CR 1998 detections brought us to a discussion about if NAUTILUS CR 1998 detections brought us to a discussion about if NAUTILUS CR 1998 detections brought us to a discussion about if is correct to extend the is correct to extend the is correct to extend the is correct to extend the 
use of Thermouse of Thermouse of Thermouse of Thermo----Acoustic Model in SC materials. RAP has been proposed to verify Acoustic Model in SC materials. RAP has been proposed to verify Acoustic Model in SC materials. RAP has been proposed to verify Acoustic Model in SC materials. RAP has been proposed to verify the model.the model.the model.the model.

Measurements in NC stateMeasurements in NC stateMeasurements in NC stateMeasurements in NC state have verified the model within the 10% level, using both Nb andhave verified the model within the 10% level, using both Nb andhave verified the model within the 10% level, using both Nb andhave verified the model within the 10% level, using both Nb and
Al5056 alloy bars, also at cryogenic Al5056 alloy bars, also at cryogenic Al5056 alloy bars, also at cryogenic Al5056 alloy bars, also at cryogenic T

Measurements in SC stateMeasurements in SC stateMeasurements in SC stateMeasurements in SC state gave us a number of information, some of them not yet completelgave us a number of information, some of them not yet completelgave us a number of information, some of them not yet completelgave us a number of information, some of them not yet completely y y y 
understood:understood:understood:understood:
• The The The The 1stststst longitudinal mode of oscillation amplitude definitely longitudinal mode of oscillation amplitude definitely longitudinal mode of oscillation amplitude definitely longitudinal mode of oscillation amplitude definitely dependsdependsdependsdepends on the conduction state on the conduction state on the conduction state on the conduction state 
of the materialof the materialof the materialof the material
• The GrassiThe GrassiThe GrassiThe Grassi----Strini Model seems to fail in the prediction in SC state. The twStrini Model seems to fail in the prediction in SC state. The twStrini Model seems to fail in the prediction in SC state. The twStrini Model seems to fail in the prediction in SC state. The twoooo----components components components components 
Model (Bernard) seems to be in better agreement with the data foModel (Bernard) seems to be in better agreement with the data foModel (Bernard) seems to be in better agreement with the data foModel (Bernard) seems to be in better agreement with the data for the Nb bar. A poor r the Nb bar. A poor r the Nb bar. A poor r the Nb bar. A poor 
knowledge of the thermophysical parameter of the Al5056 does notknowledge of the thermophysical parameter of the Al5056 does notknowledge of the thermophysical parameter of the Al5056 does notknowledge of the thermophysical parameter of the Al5056 does not allow to give a final result. allow to give a final result. allow to give a final result. allow to give a final result. 
It must be also stressed that the model should in principle be aIt must be also stressed that the model should in principle be aIt must be also stressed that the model should in principle be aIt must be also stressed that the model should in principle be applied only to pure materials!pplied only to pure materials!pplied only to pure materials!pplied only to pure materials!
• Al5056 measurements at the lowest Al5056 measurements at the lowest Al5056 measurements at the lowest Al5056 measurements at the lowest T seem to be in a qualitative agreement with the seem to be in a qualitative agreement with the seem to be in a qualitative agreement with the seem to be in a qualitative agreement with the 
NAUTILUS dataNAUTILUS dataNAUTILUS dataNAUTILUS data
• The Al5056 data shows some unpredicted behaviour, such as a nonThe Al5056 data shows some unpredicted behaviour, such as a nonThe Al5056 data shows some unpredicted behaviour, such as a nonThe Al5056 data shows some unpredicted behaviour, such as a non linear dependence of the linear dependence of the linear dependence of the linear dependence of the 
oscillation amplitude from the released energy in the SC state.oscillation amplitude from the released energy in the SC state.oscillation amplitude from the released energy in the SC state.oscillation amplitude from the released energy in the SC state.

→ Measurements at Measurements at Measurements at Measurements at T << TC might help to improve our knowledge of the bar behaviour in SC might help to improve our knowledge of the bar behaviour in SC might help to improve our knowledge of the bar behaviour in SC might help to improve our knowledge of the bar behaviour in SC 
state, and might give information about the open tasksstate, and might give information about the open tasksstate, and might give information about the open tasksstate, and might give information about the open tasks


